Higashi Chaya District

A popular tourist spot filled with Japan's historical charm.

- Take a leisurely stroll
- Enjoy a cup of tea in a Japanese-style café
- Shopping (traditional handicrafts, Japanese sweets)

A restored fireman's watchtower from mid Meiji Period.

You can take this route to Omi-cho Market as you can enjoy a typical Kanazawa-like atmosphere here.

One of the most famous teahouse districts in Kanazawa. A cityscape with narrow lanes and sanbon grid patterns.

Kanazawa Kataji
かんざわかたじ

Izumi Kyoka Memorial Museum
泉鏡花記念館

Kanazawa Phoneograph Museum
金沢写真館

Kanazawa Literary Arts Museum
金沢文学館

Heshibe Museum
ヘシベ博物館

This building has a Taisho Period-like atmosphere and is designated as "Conservation Structure" by Kanazawa City.

Tips for a stroll
As you take a walk around the Higashi Chaya district, you will find some old town shops such as Kyodana Rice Dealer's shop or Takagi Koji Shoten which sells miso (soybean paste) or hear occasional sounds of someone practising shamisen.

A pedestrian's bridge built with plain wood and located at the downstream of Asanogawa.
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5. Katamachi & Teramachi & Nishi Chaya District

Tate-machi shopping district, popular among young people. Kata-machi: a bustling downtown area with many restaurants & bars.
- Enjoy a pleasant stroll while you check out variety of shops on the way
- Enjoy a pleasant night in Kata-machi

Notes
- Gaianyananswer
- Information
- Cultural Attractions
- Food
- Shopping
- Accommodation
- Ocean
- Park
- Internet
- NDS STOP
- Karaoke-Rental
- Bicycle Parking
- Convenience Store
- Currency Exchange
- Temple
- Shrine
- Car Parking
- Post Office
- City Hall
- Prefectural Office
- School
- Police Station
- Hospital
- Hours
- Closed
- Admission

A Nishi Chaya District
A teahouse district with a history dating back to the feudal times. You can still find a number of traditional restaurants and geisha establishments.

B Myoryuji Temple
(Ninja Temple)
An old temple of Nichiren sect, popularly known as "Nato-dera". This temple has a variety of continuous events to feel an enemy.
- 09:00 - 16:30 (Winter season: 09:00 - 15:00)
- No Holidays
- V80D Temple tour by reservation only

C Tate-machi Downtown Area
This area, commonly known as "Tate-machi Street" has more than 200 shops which include restaurants, bars and a number of other shops and is very popular among young people.

Access
Approx. 30 min by walk from Katamachi Station
Approx. 37 min (Nishi Chaya-ga)
Approx. 5 min by taxi/2.4 km (Kata-machi) / Approx. 7 min/3.0 km (Nishi Chaya-ga)

Katamachi intersection is popularly known as "Scramble" and the late night bars and restaurants are concentrated in this area.

Shin-Tate-machi Shopping District
A shopping district with many fashionable stores and popular among women.

The path on both the sides of the riverbank between Sakurabashi Bridge to Saiogawa Ohashi Bridge is a popular walking spot. Blooming cherry blossoms in spring is a great sight.

Myoryuji Temple
(Ninja Temple)
An area with more than 70 temples, including Myoryuji (Ninja-Temple).